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INTRODUCTION
History Behind Formation of the Task Force
At the Oregon State Bar House of Delegates meeting in October 2002, delegate
Kenji Sugahara proposed a resolution to urge the Oregon Supreme Court to allow
electronic filing projects. The resolution stated:
WHEREAS, the House of Delegates of the Oregon State Bar has the duty in
annual session to debate matters of concern to the membership of the
Oregon State Bar and to provide learned advice and direction on matters
concerning the practice of law in the state of Oregon;
WHEREAS, the House of Delegates of the Oregon State Bar believes that
electronic filing of court documents will improve the practice of law;
WHEREAS, the federal court for the District of Oregon is running an electronic filing pilot project, but there is no counter-part in the state courts of
Oregon;
WHEREAS, the Information Technology Department of the Oregon Judicial
Department does not have the resources to implement electronic filing projects; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the House of Delegates requests and instructs the Board of
Governors of the Oregon State Bar to urge the Supreme Court of Oregon:
1.To allow private vendors to engage in electronic filing pilot projects
in the state of Oregon;
2.To allow only those vendors who subscribe to the legal XML standard or substantially similar standard to participate in pilot projects;
3.To allow individual courts to choose their vendors with minimal oversight from the Information Technology Department of the Oregon
Judicial Department;
4.To allow individual courts to allocate resources to these pilot projects
as they see fit; and
5.To adopt rules of procedure to enable electronic filing.
The House of Delegates overwhelmingly passed the Resolution.
Since the adoption of the Resolution by the House of Delegates in 2002, the pilot
projects in the federal district court for the District of Oregon have come to fruition
as a full-fledged case management electronic case filing process, based upon optional participation. Approximately 30 percent of the documents filed in the federal
district court are filed by electronic methods. The federal district court adopted rules
to make electronic case filing mandatory effective September 1, 2006. In addition,
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the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Oregon has become a full electronic filing court from the initiation of cases throughout the life of the cases, using
an electronic case management system. This system has completely done away with
the maintenance of paper files. Filing is mandatory by electronic means for most participants, with the exception of pro se litigants.
In February 2004, former Chief Justice Wallace P. Carson, Jr. appointed a special task
force on future technology in the Oregon courts to provide the Chief Justice and
state court administrators with updated, strategic planning and recommendations
for the future direction of the Oregon Judicial Department's technology systems and
strategies. The task force contracted with MTG Management Consultants, LLC, of
Seattle, Washington, to provide consulting services to assist with justice system technology planning.
With this backdrop, in late 2004, then Oregon State Bar President William Carter
conceived of the formation of an electronic filing task force to explore the feasibility of electronic filing in the state courts of Oregon.
In February 2005, the Oregon State Bar Board of Governors formed the state e-filing task force to be chaired by Mark B. Comstock, a Board of Governors member.
The Board named the following members to the task force: Jim Adams, Jackson
County Circuit Court Trial Court Administrator; Doug Bray, Multnomah County
Circuit Court Trial Court Administrator; Bruce Hamlin, practitioner, Portland; the
Honorable Paul Lipscomb, Circuit Judge, Marion County; Debra Velure, practitioner,
Portland; Carl Ward, Chief Information Officer, Oregon Judicial Department; Jeff
Barlow, Oregon Judicial Department Information Technology Division E-filing
Manager; Andy de Gues, Oregon Judicial Department Information Technology
Division, Senior Project Manager; Val Paulson, Klamath County Trial Court
Administrator; R. David Butler III, practitioner, Vale, Oregon; Tamara MacLeod, practitioner, Bend, Oregon; and the Honorable Lauren Holland, Circuit Judge, Lane
County.
Judge Lipscomb actively participated in the e-filing task force, although his attentions were diverted when the Marion County Courthouse suffered a catastrophic
event, which caused the relocation of all court facilities to other locations in Marion
County. Judge Lauren Holland was named to the task force in May 2006 to assist
the task force in coordinating proposed legislation with the Council on Court
Procedures, of which Judge Holland is a member. Richard Vandiver, a retired former
staffer for the Oregon Judicial Department Court Research and Services Division,
served as staff to the task force.
Task Force members Carl Ward and Jeff Barlow actively participated until Spring
2006, when each was lured by other employment offers to leave the Oregon Judicial
Department (OJD). R. David Butler III, although named to the Task Force, did not
participate. Member Tamara MacLeod participated until fall 2005 when the pressures of a busy practice required her attentions elsewhere.
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SCOPE OF STUDY
Scope of Task Force Study
At its first meeting in February 2005, the task force discussed the scope of its work.
At the first meeting, it became clear to the task force that there was a need to
address the interaction between the Oregon Judicial Department (OJD), which has
the statutory obligations to manage the state court system, and practitioners of the
Oregon State Bar.
The task force charge was to investigate the feasibility of recommending an electronic filing system in the state courts of Oregon. This scope was limited to eight
areas.
1. A review of the Oregon state courts in relation to their technology and the
feasibility of an electronic filing environment;
2. A review of the federal court electronic filing and case management system
and its use in the District of Oregon;
3. A review of electronic filing and electronic case management systems available in the market;
4. A review of what other states and courts have initiated in the area of electronic filing and electronic case management systems;
5. A survey of Bar members to determine interest in an electronic filing system;
6. A survey and possible preparation of electronic filing system rules for practice;
7. A review of necessary legislative changes and civil practice rule changes to
initiate a move towards an electronic filing system and electronic case management system; and,
8. Recommendations for funding the creation of an electronic filing system, if
it was determined to be feasible for Oregon state courts.
Methodology
The methodology used by the task force was three-fold. First, the task force considered the state court perspective. The task force included members involved in all
facets of the operation of the OJD, including circuit judges, trial court administrators, Information Technology Division personnel, and practitioners. This enabled the
e-filing task force to have a detailed view of the operation of the state courts and
what is essential for their operation.
Second, the task force considered the federal court perspective. The task force had
experienced practitioners in the Oregon federal court systems, both United States
District Court and the United States Bankruptcy Court, as members, and had other
practitioners available for assistance. The task force also invited and received pre-
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sentations from the federal district court clerk's office and from judicial officers of
the federal district court and United States Bankruptcy Court.
Third, the task force considered other sources of information. The task force invited
and received presentations from four different media vendors with four different
types of electronic filing and electronic content management solutions available to
courts. In addition, the task force invited and received presentations from personnel
from other state trial courts that have recently initiated electronic filing and electronic content management systems. Members of the task force also reviewed
national initiatives and publications from national sources.
The work group met 12 times in various areas of the state. The task force worked
mostly as a committee of the whole, although rules and legislation were each drafted by different subcommittees for consideration by the task force.
The task force also utilized the services of the Oregon State Bar in surveying members of the Bar to determine their interest in the pursuit of an electronic filing case
management system and how it would have an impact on the various types of
users. At the request of the task force, staff of the Oregon State Bar sent a survey
to 540 active members of the Bar. Those surveyed were diverse in geography of residence, age, and practice-type, and comprised a statistically significant sample of the
active Bar. The survey sought input specific to the charge of the task force to help
the task force design a recommendation to the Board of Bar Governors.

WHAT IS ELECTRONIC FILING
As used in this report and by the task force, electronic filing is defined as the initiation of the filing of pleadings in the court over the Internet. It is not transmitting by
fax or delivering paper documents to the clerk's office for scanning and creation of
an electronic image.
Currently, the filing of a case or pleading involves the following steps: a practitioner (1) prints a physical document in the office, (2) signs the document, and (3)
delivers a physical document to the clerk's office with payment of the filing fee.
The court then (1) date stamps the document, (2) issues a receipt for the filing fee
payment, (3) manually enters the data in a case management and docket system
describing the document, (4) places the document in a hard paper file, (5) physically
routes the file to the person who must act on the document, (6) files the file in a
large records storage facility, (7) physically retrieves, accesses, and re-files the file
multiple times, and (8) removes and archives the file when the case is completed.
Access to a document is accomplished by physical inspection of the file by either
court personnel or a party requesting access at the courthouse during normal business hours. Court personnel or a party may obtain copies by court personnel
removing the requested document from the file folder and physically copying it. If
the requestor is not court personnel, a 25 cent per page fee is paid.
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By contrast, electronic filing and content management systems involve the following
steps: The practitioner (1) creates a document or pleading at the office or other
location, (2) transmits an unalterable image of the document to the court without
leaving the office or location, (3) arranges for payment of filing fees by credit or
debit transaction, and (4) receives an acknowledgement of receipt by the court
almost immediately.
The court (1) receives the electronic image of the document, (2) reviews it for compliance with filing and payment requirements, (3) creates the electronic file, (4)
electronically extracts data to create case management information derived from
and associated with the document in the official record, (5) simultaneously transmits
a confirmation of filing, (6) automatically routes the electronic document for further
court action, (7) may notify other parties associated with the case of its filing, and
(8) posts and unalterable electronic image of the file to a secure Internet location.
Electronic documents are available for viewing and downloading at any time
through the Internet site. Access to documents can be carefully controlled to protect confidential and restricted information. A users' access to view and download
images may be subject to payment of a fee.

ANALYSIS OF TASK FORCE AREAS OF STUDY
Review of the Administrative Structure
of the Oregon Judicial Department
The OJD consists of trial courts of general jurisdiction (circuit courts) in each of
Oregon's 36 counties, as well as a Tax Court, a 10-judge court of appeals, a 7-justice supreme court, and the State Court Administrator's Office. The circuit courts
handle all case classes and types, including, but not limited to, civil, small claims, probate, mental health, juvenile, criminal offenses (felony, misdemeanor, and violation,
including traffic), and all family law.
Circuit court judges are locally elected in non-partisan elections. Appellate judges
and supreme court justices are each elected on a statewide basis. The seven
supreme court justices select from their members a Chief Justice. The Chief Justice
hires the State Court Administrator.
For each circuit court, the Chief Justice appoints (with input from the local judges)
one of the sitting circuit judges to be that circuit court's presiding judge. The circuit
court presiding judge, in turn, hires a trial court administrator. Trial court administrators report to their respective presiding judges and manage all aspects of the
court, including filings and court operations. Unlike some other states, there is no
involvement by locally elected clerks in the operation of the courts.
All Oregon circuit courts, the tax court, the court of appeals, and supreme court,
are funded by the legislative assembly through an appropriation of funds to the
Chief Justice through the State Court Administrator. The State Court Administrator
allocates the funds as provided by the appropriation law. For the circuit courts, the
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appropriation provides for one lump sum allocation for all, rather than individual
allocations to each judicial district. The Legislative Assembly leaves to the State Court
Administrator the determination of the amount and timing of distribution of funds
to individual judicial districts. The State Court Administrator distributes funds for
staff, services, and supplies for the biennium to the circuit courts. The circuit court
budgets do not include a line item for information systems or technology. Rather,
technology initiatives are part of the OJD's budget administered by the State Court
Administrator. Under this financial structure, it is beyond the reach of most individual courts to implement technology initiatives. Launching an e-filing program must
be done by working through the Office of the State Court Administrator as a
statewide program.
Existing Case Management System
and Financial Management System
The case management and integrated financial management systems for trial courts
are the Oregon Judicial Information Network (OJIN) and the Financial Information
Accounting System (FIAS), which were developed in-house by the OJD during the
early 1980s. OJIN/FIAS is an integrated set of applications running on a distributed
network of 20 AS/400 mainframe computers serving every circuit court in the state
and used for every case class and type. While each court maintains its own data,
users have view access (depending on security authorization) to case information
statewide, but not images of the documents filed in the record.
In addition to the OJD staff and judges, hundreds of public agencies and thousands
of private entities maintain accounts whereby they have access to OJIN/FIAS information. Private entities pay for their access.
History of the Oregon Judicial Department
Technology Initiatives
The OJD was a leader in the national justice community in the provision of technology-based justice systems for many years. During this time, the OJD's ability to
maintain its leadership position eroded due to rapidly changing business needs,
severe financial constraints, and technology capability demands from litigants and
justice-partner agencies that outpaced the OJD's business and technology capabilities.
In February 2004, former Chief Justice Wallace P. Carson, Jr. appointed a special task
force on future technology (the OJD Task Force) in the Oregon courts to provide the
Chief Justice and the State Court Administrator with an updated strategic plan and
recommendations for the future direction of OJD's technology systems and strategies.
The OJD task force contracted with MTG Management Consultants LLC of Seattle,
Washington to provide consulting services to assist the justice system technology
planning. The task force, in collaboration with more than 300 justice-partner agencies and stakeholders, identified deficiencies in the OJD's current technology
environment, defined unmet internal and external business needs, and created
strategies to leverage existing and future technology investments.
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The OJD task force identified three over-arching strategies and created a detailed
strategic plan. Fundamental to the OJD's technology environment are the need for
standardization of certain processes and technological consistency. The three strategies are summarized as follows:
• Business Model: The OJD's business model will shift toward an electronic as
opposed to a paper environment. The new model will leverage technology
to enable electronic filing of documents, payments and case management.
• Business Systems Delivery Model: The OJD's business model will move away
from its current case and financial management systems to a flexible, standards-based and component-based environment.
• Technology Governance: The OJD will implement a portfolio-based decision
making process, which takes into account relationships among technology
related initiatives within the department for more informed decision making
processes and increased stakeholder communications.
The comprehensive technology strategic plan included multiple discrete projects that
were positioned to take advantage of funding opportunities to offset costs among
justice partners and the vendor community, when appropriate.
The OJD task force dissolved in mid-2005. Upon the dissolution of the task force,
former Chief Justice Carson created the OJD Technology Committee, which first met
in April 2005. The committee serves as a governance body of the OJD's technology
investments and strategies. During the June 2006 meeting of the Technology
Committee, Chief Justice Paul DeMuniz challenged the Technology Committee to
accomplish three major goals within a three to five year period, summarized as follows:
• Business Model: Implement an electronic business environment, including
electronic filing, payments and electronic content management, sometimes
referred to as electronic document management.
• Consistent Business Practices: Facilitate the creation of uniform court and
business standards and practices, necessary to align court processes with
technologies.
• Replace the Current Case Management System and Financial Management
System: Replace the OJIN case management and the FIAS financial management software with new electronic systems that are dynamic, built to
open standards and capable of rapid modular development and deployment
to keep pace with a rapidly changing justice environment.
Review of the Federal Court System
The e-filing task force reviewed the operation of the federal district court electronic
filing and case management system and the United States Bankruptcy Court case
management and electronic filing system from the standpoint of attorney users. A
significant number of Oregon practitioners practice in the federal district and bankruptcy courts and would be natural users of an electronic filing and case
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management system in the state courts, if it was not too dissimilar to the user's
experience with the federal system.
The task force also reviewed the operation of the federal district court and United
States Bankruptcy Court electronic filing and case management system from the
standpoint of the inside operations and considered the pitfalls experienced in the
implementation and operation by court personnel and judicial officers.
The Federal System
Oregon federal district and bankruptcy courts have adopted and are using a mature
electronic case filing system identified as Case Management/Electronic Case Filing
system (CM/ECF). The system was developed nationally over the last 10 years and
has been in the process of implementation, in one version or another, since 2001.
The basis of the CM/ECF system is that an image of a document is filed by an attorney as a Portable Document Format (PDF) document. Court personnel either scan
documents or otherwise generate PDF documents for filing in the filing system.
Integral to the federal filing system is an electronic docket, which allows viewing of
the docket and, additionally, allows a user with a PACER (public access court electronic record) account to access the PDF documents, provided the requested
document is not a sealed document. The federal system allows downloading of individual PDF documents by authorized users for an eight cent per page fee.
CM/ECF systems are now in use in 93% of the federal courts: 90 district courts, 93
bankruptcy courts, the Court of International Trade, and the Court of Federal
Claims. Most of these courts are accepting electronic filings. More than 27 million
cases are on CM/ECF systems, and more than 250,000 attorneys and others have
filed documents over the Internet. Under current plans, most of the courts that are
not yet using CM/ECF will begin usage by the end of 2006. Each court goes through
an implementation process that takes about 10 months.
Attorneys practicing in Oregon federal district and U.S. Bankruptcy courts are able
to file documents directly with the court over the Internet. The CM/ECF system uses
standard computer hardware, an Internet connection and a browser, and accepts
PDF documents. The system is easy to use - filers prepare a document using conventional word processing software, then save it as a PDF file. After logging onto
the court's Website with a court-issued password, the filer enters basic information
relating to the case and document being filed, attaches the document, and submits
it to the court. A notice verifying court receipt of the filing is generated automatically. Other parties in the case then automatically receive nearly immediate e-mail
notification of the filing and all litigants are able to download one free copy of any
document filed in their case.
In its first meeting in Salem in February 2005, the task force received a demonstration, from the attorney user point of view, of the CM/ECF system in both the federal
district court and the United States Bankruptcy Court in Oregon. In its May 2005
meeting, the task force viewed the federal CM/ECF system from the inside, with presentations from Camille Hickman, U.S. District Court Clerk's Office, and the
Honorable Frank R. Alley, III, United States Bankruptcy Court Judge.
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Ms. Hickman indicated that the federal courts have invested substantial time and
funds in the development of the CM/ECF system and will likely stay with the PDF
document format for the long term. At the outset, the CM/ECF system in the federal courts was voluntary, with e-filing in about 25% to 30% of cases.
The Oregon Federal Court Local Rules Committee recommended and the federal district court adopted local rules in August 2006 which made e-filing mandatory in
federal cases. Once a litigant commences e-filing in a case, all subsequent documents must be filed electronically, unless under seal.
In the clerk's office and the courtroom, the workflow changes that resulted from the
use of the CM/ECF system in federal district court yielded better courtroom access
to the docket information and electronic images than prior to the implementation
of the electronic system. Both internal and external users create docket entries and
use the calendar and dockets extensively. Judges may still require some work on
paper, but most files are maintained electronically.
Bankruptcy Judge Alley demonstrated his remote access to the court from a standard Internet connection, and completed his routine consideration and signing of
orders electronically using his laptop computer. Judge Alley indicated that for all but
pro se users electronic filing is mandatory in Oregon Bankruptcy Court. Judge Alley
also indicated that for a period of six months, the court maintained paper files after
scanning hardcopy into electronic format. With the advent of electronic filing, the
electronic record is now the official record of the court. The bankruptcy court used
a phase-in program where electronic processing began approximately 18 months
before the advent of electronic filing, and the processing of orders commenced in
April 2005.
The bankruptcy court uses initiation documents and collects fees for the initiation
of cases using a credit card processing format. If a credit card is dishonored, the user
is locked out of the system until the resolution of the card issue has been completed.
Both Judge Alley and Ms. Hickman indicated that incrementally commencing the
use of the system is vital to overcoming resistance, and the court also needs to be
firm that e-filing is mandatory in order to get the most use of it. From experience,
both the bankruptcy court and the federal courts indicate that attorneys, once familiar, are strong advocates of the system.
From a security perspective there have been no reported incidents of hacking into
the system that has caused any compromise or delay of the system.
Commercially Marketed Systems
The task force made inquiry to determine the market and the types of systems available in the market. In a joint meeting with the OJD Technology Committee, the task
force received presentations by four representative vendors, each of which market
a different approach to e-filing.
Bearing Point Systems. Bearing Point Systems presented an open business model
where attorneys interface with an electronic filing service provider. The electronic fil-
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ing service provider then interfaces with an electronic file manager, which sends the
filings on to the court clerk. Bearing Point Systems has 16 counties in Texas completed and an additional 11 counties adopting rules for filing, as well as the District
of Columbia Superior Courts and a project in Cook County, Illinois.
The systems maintained by Bearing Point Systems are all civil filing systems and are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The use of multiple electronic service
providers allows attorneys to contract with their choice, based on either economic
or service factors. However, there is a single electronic file manager that interfaces
with the court clerk, which allows standardization at the electronic file manager
level and consistent results in the court clerk's office. Additionally, all official records
are held by the court clerk. The Bearing Point System uses PDF as their file storage
format, but is able to convert XML and JPG files to PDF documents.
LexisNexis Court Link. LexisNexis maintains a proprietary system that is active in 22
different states, and involves the implementation, support and training for the systems. Colorado and Delaware are statewide projects. LexisNexis estimates an 80%
adoption rate in a permissive environment, with only complex litigation mandatory.
Case types are usually civil, domestic relations, water rights, probate and foreclosure, with appellate and supreme court implementations. In the LexisNexis model,
LexisNexis is the only electronic filing system provider. The clients pay for the service, and there is a strong identity in the legal community. Under this system, a single
electronic filing system provider interfaces with the court. The official records are the
images that are records maintained and owned by the court, but the LexisNexis filing system maintains a copy of the documents for commercial purposes. The court
is able to download copies of the documents into their servers if they desire, at no
cost to the court involved, so long as LexisNexis has a copy and is allowed to maintain a copy for commercial purposes. The electronic filing system integrates with a
case management system that is proprietary to LexisNexis. The LexisNexis single
provider system limits the availability of service to pro se filers.
Wiznet. Wiznet is developed proprietary software that is implemented in Clark
County, Nevada and is designed according to the specifications of the court. Wiznet
charges a fee to users which it has shared with the court. Viewing access is available by subscription to the Wiznet system.
Counterclaim, Inc. Counterclaim, Inc. is a software provider based in Eugene,
Oregon, that creates case management for courts with a strong commitment to
electronic filing and utilizing open source middleware available at no cost to the
court. The Counterclaim system is an electronic filing manager, which uses a surcharge as a revenue stream to generate the funds to pay the cost of creating and
running the system. Counterclaim has developed and made available the open electronic filing manager to the court community using a standards-based system.
Under the Counterclaim model, the system allows multiple vendors as the electronic filing service provider that interfaces with the electronic filing manager, which
converts the documents into a format for use by the case management system. The
court owns the system and can have Counterclaim develop the case management
system.
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Other State Courts
The task force agreed to look to other states and court systems to determine how
similar initiatives for electronic filing and electronic case management had been initiated in other courts and systems, for the purpose of identifying lessons to be
learned.
The task force viewed several other systems and extensively reviewed the electronic
docketing and electronic filing system developed in King County Superior Court in
Washington.
The Washington court sought legislation to allow the electronic court record to be
the official record, and ultimately has done away with paper case files. In King
County, the court scanned old case files and created the core electronic record that
allowed cases to be worked through computer rather than on paper. The system in
King County is one in which documents are scanned by court personnel, and then
entered into the system and utilized in the operation of the court. Coming up with
an indexing system was the most challenging issue in the adoption of the electronic case record system in King County.
In developing an electronic document management system, King County found that
it is important that all aspects of the system be integrated so that it is possible to
easily identify what the official record is. The electronic filing system is a delivery
mechanism. Filing of a document can be accomplished either by the court through
scanning or by initial electronic filings by users over the Internet. King County uses
PDF as its document format, which is easily accessible and is the de facto standard.
Use of XML (extensible markup language) or legal XML may be sufficiently developed in the future, but has yet to mature enough for purposes of court filings.
King County found that there was no net loss of personnel necessary for the revision and completion of workflow in the system, but that the personnel in the clerk's
office were reassigned to usually higher-level job duties when the integrated electronic case files were used.
Attached as Appendix A-1 are charts identifying the flow of documents in the King
County Superior Court. Attached as Appendix A-2 is a copy of the King County,
Washington, Department of Judicial Administration, Electronic Court Records
Master Plan dated April 1998.
Possible Funding Models
The "Per Page Use Fee" Federal Model: The funding model for the implemented federal CM/ECF system uses a charge for accessing documents available via the Internet
on a per page basis. Users must have a PACER account which allows billing or per
page payment. Users are billed periodically and may use the same PACER account
for access to multiple courts. The PACER charge is currently a modest 8 cents per
page for viewing, downloading, or printing electronic documents contained in its
system. Key features of this system are 24 hour, 7 day per week availability over the
Internet, ability for frequent users to establish billing accounts, and one free download of each document for parties to pending cases.
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The federal Electronic Public Access System, of which PACER is a part, generated
more than $45 million nationally in the last Annual Report of the federal administrative office of the United States court system from-among other things-users' fees
to access electronic documents. There is no surcharge or differential charge for electronic filing in the federal system.
If this model was used in Oregon courts, there potentially could be a revenue stream
generated to support the development and implementation of an electronic filing
and content management system. Using the per page access model at the rate of
8 cents per page for access to a portion of the 50 million pages filed annually in the
Oregon courts may yield a revenue stream nearing $6.5 million annually.
The Surcharge Model: Under a surcharge model, which is what most of the commercial providers use, there are no costs to the courts. There are transaction fees for
filers collected by the electronic filing service provider and/or electronic filing manager for access to the electronic system. There can be both e-filings and standard
paper filings, with an increased fee charged for scanning the paper filings into the
system. The revenue stream can be generated by a surcharge on electronic filing,
paper filing, or some combination. Depending on vendor contract, revenue either
goes to the vendor or may be shared with the court to support development or
maintenance of the system.
Survey of Bar Practitioners
and Users
The task force agreed to initiate a survey of Bar members to determine the interest
of attorneys in the adoption of an electronic filing and electronic case management
system in the state courts.
The task force commissioned the communications department of the Bar to assist it
in surveying Oregon practitioners on issues related to electronic filing, such as general interest, usefulness of various services, funding, and concerns. Surveys were
delivered by both email and hard copy to members of the Oregon State Bar who
were randomly selected to match the overall demographics of Bar membership. The
survey garnered 216 responses from 540 surveys distributed, for an impressive 40
percent response rate.
The attorneys who responded overwhelmingly favored the development and adoption of an electronic case filing and docket system as the primary method of filing
actions in state court.
More than two-thirds (67.4 percent) of respondents had not filed electronically in
any federal or state court. However, 74 percent of respondents indicated they would
use electronic filing if they had the option to file state court documents electronically. Further, between 78 percent and 83 percent of respondents said that
electronic access to state circuit court information in varying forms would be very
useful. While 65 percent of the responses were from private practitioners, the rest
were also wholeheartedly in favor of the adoption of an electronic filing system in
Oregon state courts.
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Respondents who said they either would not file electronically or were unsure about
electronic filing were asked what would make them comfortable with filing electronically. Their answers centered on concerns about security, funding, training and
support, and the ability to confirm that documents have been received and filed.
In summary, the survey showed that Oregon attorneys are ready to embrace an
increase in electronic services in state courts. In the words of one respondent: "All I
can say is it is about time for electronic filing."
Attached as Appendix B is a summary report of the Bar survey.
Rules of Practice
The task force determined that an important aspect of any electronic filing system
was the practice rules under which the attorneys operate. The task force agreed to
review various models of practice rules for electronic case systems with an eye to
developing draft rules. The goal of the draft rules was to ease the transition to an
electronic filing environment in Oregon state courts.
A subcommittee of the task force, comprised of members Debra Velure, Doug Bray,
and Bruce Hamlin, met and developed draft model rules of practice for an electronic
filing system in Oregon courts. The subcommittee drafted with an eye toward the
ease of practice for the Oregon practitioner and minimal confusion for staff and
attorneys who practice in both the state courts and federal courts in Oregon.
Attached as Appendix C are the model rules of practice adopted by the task force
for recommendation.
Legislation
The task force agreed to review the need for legislative amendments to allow the
state courts, or the Chief Justice, to address the legislation needed for moving from
a paper environment to an electronic environment, noting that the transition and
the management of change is a task that is fraught with danger in any process.
One area where the electronic filing task force found a significant issue was regarding legislation that enables the trial court clerks and state court administrator to
develop an electronic filing and electronic docket system. The existing statutes are
limited in their applicability to an electronic document system because much of the
statutory language is focused on physical or paper filing instead of document image
and electronic filing. The e-filing task force, in conjunction with the OJD, drafted legislation to broaden the authority of the Chief Justice, and to clarify the ability of the
Office of the State Court Administrator, to adopt an electronic record, and to clarify that the system is a unified, centralized state filing system. This draft legislation,
which broadens the enabling statutes for the trial court clerks and the State Court
Administrator, was submitted to legislative counsel for consideration in the 2007 legislative session.
The task force also reviewed the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure to identify rules
that were inconsistent with the adoption of an electronic record. The e-filing task
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force submitted placeholder legislation to identify areas needing change. The e-filing task force committed to collaborate and coordinate with the Council on Court
Procedures to enable amendments to the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure to be
adopted in a timely fashion to allow development of an electronic case management system and electronic filing on a timetable acceptable to the Chief Justice and
the Office of State Court Administrator.
A subcommittee of the task force, comprised of members Mark Comstock and
Doug Bray, reviewed the existing statutory basis for the operation of the Oregon
courts, and sought to draw on the lessons learned in King County, Washington in
its transition from a paper filing system to an electronic filing system for the Oregon
courts. The subcommittee was also mindful of the time frames that the Chief Justice
has announced for transition to an electronic system. The OJD Office of the State
Court Administrator agreed to co-sponsor legislative action in conjunction with the
Oregon State Bar public affairs department to address necessary legislation in the
2007 session.
The draft legislative concepts discussed sought to address the statutory enactments
that are tied to "paper" and the concept of the "filing of a physical object" as the
actions undertaken in the court system and various trial court clerks' offices. This
analysis caused the committee to look at the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure, a
domain of the Council on Court Procedures. The task force adopted a draft placeholder legislative concept for submission as part of the Bar's public affairs legislation
package for the 2007 legislative session. The OSB Public Affairs Committee and
Board of Governors approved the submission of the draft legislative concept to
Legislative Counsel for formal drafting, with the acknowledgment that the placeholder was subject to discussion and negotiation with the Council on Court
Procedures, Office of the State Court Administrator, and the Chief Justice.
Attached as Exhibits D-1 and D-2 are copies of the draft placeholder legislation submitted by the task force.

SIGNIFICANT OJD INITIATIVES
Future Plans of the
Oregon Court System
"Paperless Court" Overview and Background
The Information Technology Committee (ITC) of the Judicial Department has recommended a move forward with implementation of a "Paperless Court" sometimes
referred to as an "E-Court." The goal is to eliminate or significantly reduce the
amount of physical paper the OJD handles as part of its adjudication process.
The OJD handled over 50,000,000 pieces of paper last year. All of this paper totaled
about 10,000 boxes and weighed in at about 500,000 lbs or about 250 tons. Over
a ten year period the OJD handles and moves about half a billion pieces of paper.
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The "Paperless Court" initiative is divided into three projects that include:
1. Web Portal - Development of new and easy to use Web pages for the OJD
while updating its Internet "look & feel." Building the Web portal is the first
step toward establishing the electronic filing system. It is the universal doorway to any circuit court for electronically filed documents.
2. Electronic Content Management System (ECMS) - This system will replace
both the case file and the records room for electronically filed documents
and for digital images of scanned paper documents filed in actions. (See
below for detailed discussion of ECMS.)
3. E-Filing - This is the goal: an electronic messenger that picks up the practitioner's document (and filing fee) at their PC, delivers it to ECMS, insures the
document is filed, and sends the practitioner a confirmation of that filing,
and, if appropriate under the rules, service.
ECMS Description
An ECMS is generally composed of three elements:
1. Imaging, storing and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) /Intelligent
Character Recognition (ICR) - Imaging and OCR/ICR are the technical
processes of converting "human readable" documents into "computer readable" formats through the use of scanning devices. Imaging provides an
organization with the ability to capture, store, and retrieve document
images from paper files. OCR/ICR also uses scanning to reduce paper documents to text, rather than images, by "recognizing" the characters and
converting them to text.
2. Workflow - This software enables organizations to define routing and processing schemes to automate the major document-based business processes
of the organization. Workflow may be structured (predefined) or ad hoc
(created at the moment). On the simple end are applications that route documents for approval. More complex workflow includes task assembly, task
assignment, tracking tasks to completion, and statistics.
3. Electronic Content Management - This software provides a means of organizing and controlling the creation, management and retrieval of documents
through their life cycle. Library services comprise the core set of document
management functionality, including saving, profiling/cataloging, and
retrieving files (check-in and check-out).
When implemented by the OJD in the circuit courts, this system would give the court
and its authorized customers the ability to access documents filed with the court by
use of a computer. These documents would be accessible from any computer on the
OJD network or the Internet given proper authorization. Hard copies of the document can be made by printing the document displayed on the computer. No
additional work is required.
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ECMS Revenue Stream Paid Public Access (PPA)
The ECMS may be a significant source of revenue for the OJD. The process of scanning documents to create images converts the information contained in those
documents into a vehicle that can be accessed on the Internet. Access to these documents may provide an opportunity to generate revenue to help pay for the
implementation and maintenance of the ECMS, the Web portal, and the modernized case management system.
The amount of revenue that may be generated from paid public access (PPA) to
documents that have been scanned or e-filed is estimated at $6,631,790 annually.
This amount is based on a model in which users pay 8 cents per page to view some
of the 50 million pages filed annually with the OJD. The revenue estimate is based
on OJIN state wide statistics for the previous ten years.
ECMS Implementation
Time Estimate
Implementation of ECMS for the Judicial Department may take from three to six
years. The specific amount of time required will depend on the availability of funding for the project. If funding to pay for the entire project is not available, the OJD
can proceed with implementation using a pay as you go plan. This plan would use
revenue generated by the PPA system to pay for implementation of the ECMS.
Implementation of the ECMS would then be dependant on the revenue stream generated by PPA.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS OF FEASIBILITY
Feasibility
By consensus, the e-filing task force finds that the creation and implementation of
electronic filing and electronic document management systems is feasible in Oregon
state courts, given sufficient "seed money" to initiate key aspects of such a system.
This system could eventually become at least partially self funding.
The task force has determined that both the hardware and reliable software is in
existence in the commercial market to adopt a reliable accessible electronic environment that would improve public as well as court and user access and provide at
least a potential hint of faster easier availability of court public records. Various
providers have developed viable stable electronic filing and document management
systems in similar sized court systems to be able to address the needs of a statewide
Oregon state court electronic filing and document management system.
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The task force determined that the PDF document format is sufficiently stable, reliable, and available for use in maintaining and implementing a stable electronic
record of the documents presented to the court in association with the court systems. While the initial HOD resolution addressed the "legal XML" format, the task
force finds that there has been insufficient market penetration by XML in the legal
community to support a change from the standard PDF format utilized in both
Oregon Federal District Court and Bankruptcy Court. However, the future development of the XML format or other formats may supplant the PDF format familiar
today. Accordingly, any system should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate technological advances.
The task force determined that the practicing bar has an overwhelming interest in
utilizing an electronic document and electronic filing system for access to Oregon
courts, to such an extent that a majority is willing to assist in the payment of the
development and maintenance of the system at least on a per page viewed methodology.
Recommendations
The recommendations of the e-filing task force are as follows:
1. The Oregon Judicial Department should develop for the circuit courts a unitary, centralized, Internet-based system for the filing of court documents,
payment of court fees, and the storage and retrieval of case information and
documents.
2. The system should be standards-based, and not tied to any particular document format, or software or application system, although the PDF
document format has significant advantages in its required usage in the
Oregon federal court electronic filing and document systems.
3. The state court system should be similar in look, operation, and applicable
rules to the federal court system utilized in the State of Oregon to minimize
the numbers of inconsistent rules and applications for practitioners.
4. The electronic filing system should be developed in a way to allow initiation
of actions and payment of any required fees, as well as all subsequent submissions, by electronic methods.
5. The court should adopt rules consistent with the model rules developed by
the task force to allow original filing, filing of all subsequent documents, and
electronic service on parties after the initiation of the litigation.
6. The case management system and electronic filing system should be incrementally introduced, starting with civil filings and expanding to all filing
types, consistent with the need for preservation and protection of privacy,
and the efficient and effective operation of the court system.
7.The system, to the greatest extent possible, should be economically selfsustaining by use of a per-page fee and subscription or other fees as are
necessary to maintain it.
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Conclusion
The task force enthusiastically recommends that the Oregon State Bar encourage
the Oregon Judicial Department to move ahead with all deliberate speed toward the
development of a court system that recognizes and utilizes electronic filing and electronic content management systems.
The task force acknowledges that there are many issues, questions and approaches
that are not answered or addressed in this report, including pro se access, public
access, the accomplishment of service of process by electronic means, managing the
transition to electronic media, funding, and others. However, the task force is confident that the electronic environment for the state court system is feasible for
future operations.
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